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From the Editor, . . . . 

November 7th 

November 1, 2021 

             A few of the items on my list of the best things about fall:                     
Soup.  Try to discover a new soup each season and add bread, cheese and wine. 
Socks. Be sure to show them off; striped, fuzzy, argyle, polka dot - but they must be colorful.             
Music. Some music just feels like fall. The acoustic sounds of John Danley is my favorite.         
Scarves. Thick, soft, snuggly, they go with anything. Top off with a knit cap.        
Coffee.  For a real treat, try different blends and use a new favorite mug each day.          
Bookstores. Fall is made for browsing for the perfect new book to cozy up with.                
Hot Chocolate. It taste special when it’s cold and windy outside. Don’t forget the marshmallows! 
Art. Try a new technique that you’ve been putting off.  

                 Start your own list today and add to it each year.      
       In no time you might even look forward to FALL. 

As I prepare to welcome another autumn/fall, I find myself fighting the change in season. And 
just like every autumn/fall that’s come before, eventually I’ll begin to warm up to the idea and 
enjoy the things that I love about the season.  Now’s a good time to settle the question; is it 
called autumn or fall?   

Autumn is considered a more formal way to refer to the season than fall and continues to be 
more popular in England.  British readers will probably raise an eyebrow if you use fall, whereas 
American readers wouldn’t bat an eye. So FALL it is! 

A few years ago I discovered that it was easier for me to succumb to fall by making a list of the 
good things about the change of season.  It also helped to load up on St. John’s Wart and to 
have a vitamin D light nearby.  So, I thought I’d share my list for those who might not have      
already created their own. 



WAG Board of Officers 

Are you benefitting from WAG membership and want to be a part of a rejuvenated WAG that is emerging 
from the Covid shut down?  If so, PLEASE step up and do your part as a member of a vital support group that 
has supported you and the arts for over 60 years.  These positions must be filled to maintain WAG as a viable 
organization.    
 
Members needed now to fill these roles: 
 President – WAG Board member  
 VP Shows - WAG Board member 
      Committee Chair Shows – support to the VP Shows for WAG group showings at large shows, etc. 
      Venues Chair – seeks out venue opportunities in the local business community to display WAG 

          member art; helps artists hang their art at WAG venues; support to VP Shows. 
     Committee Chair Marketing/Publicity – support to VP Marketing/Publicity; includes social media, 

          advertising WAG events, promoting WAG artists, etc. 
 

As mentioned in previous communications, our Articles of Incorporation filed with the State of Washington 
requires that the President position along with the other Board positions must be filled to operate as a     

nonprofit organization.  If WAG does not have a president, our nonprofit status will be rescinded.  

Here are the hard facts – no more soft talk:  If the annual renewal of WAG’s Articles of Incorporation does not 
include a named President, Washington State can revoke WAG’s status as a nonprofit corporation.  WAG will be 
dissolved as an organization.  All WAG material assets will be liquidated, including all the assets at WAM 
(fixtures, etc.) owned by WAG.  All liabilities will be paid including 2 yrs remaining on the WAM store lease 
(approx. $57,600), binding long term contracts for advertising, additional bookkeeping charges to close books 
(current monthly bookkeeping cost approximately $650), final sales and B&O taxes, artist commissions, legal 
fees, etc.  In other words, WAG will be bankrupt.  WAM will be reduced to a few line items on the final WAG 
ledgers.  WAG’s 60 year legacy will end. 
 
It is so easy to sit back and expect that someone else will step up and fill the vacant volunteer positions.  To 
date, no member has stepped up to minimally fill the presidency.  WAG has recycled the same members over 
the last few years to keep WAG alive.  These members have more than fulfilled their duty to support WAG.  
They are worn out, and  it is time for fresh faces.  Reminder:  WAG is run entirely by members who volunteer 
their time and talents. 
 
Please contact one of us on the election committee if you have questions and/or wish to volunteer for one of 
the above roles in WAG.  
 

 

Thank you for your help, 
 
Pam Pontious, WAG Trustee   (pamdabears@yahoo.com) 
June Kiefer, WAG Trustee  (jeffnjunekiefer@comcast.net) 
Stephanie Stone, WAG Trustee  (strong12@yahoo.com) 



 
The meeting began with the board introducing it’s members and committees, each of   
whom updated the membership on their part of WAG activities. 
 
The need for leadership was explained and a call for members to volunteer for unfilled      
positions for 2021 and 2022 was issued-see following article. 
 
  Karen Tobiassen, President presided,        
  James Weaver, Treasurer updated the WAG’s financial status, 
  Elvy Schmoker reported on news at the Art Market, and 
  Lois Dhal and Beth Roberson manned the DVD Library of instructional videos. 

On Monday, October 25th WAG held it’s first meeting since January, 2020! 
 
The meeting was held in a large room at Our Savior Lutheran Church on Harris St. in 
Fairhaven.  Over 20 people were in attendance. The room was large allowing for good 
spacing for Covid protection, and over 20 people attended and all were masked.  

June Kiefer 
won the Door 
Prize,  a $10 gift 
certificate from 
Dakota Art.  

Lois Dahl (left) and Beth Roberson tend the DVD Library.  



ARTIST of the Month (AOM).  
 
Attending members voted for the Artist of the Month which determined the top three  
finalists.  Each finalist will have the opportunity to show and hopefully sell their piece 
at one of the following venues:    
 
   Banner Bank — Rod Haynes       
   Colophon Café—Belinda Botzong 
   Whatcom Art Market (WAM)—Rod HaynesJ ohn Trax 
 
Below are the three finalists: 

1st Place Belinda Botzong     2nd Place Rod Haynes          3rd Place John Trax   
 Scanography     Photography   Wooden Cutting Board 

 
 All in all it was a very successful meeting and a good start towards   
      WAG making a come back as a cohesive group. 
 
 

          Many thanks to the board for making this happen! 



at the  

“Summer Forest” Acrylic 30” x 30” 

“Red Dot in Woods” Acrylic 16” x 20” “Down in the Valley” Acrylic 22” x 22” 

The art of WAG member Camille Brighten will be on display 

at the Colophon Café in Fairhaven during November. 



at the  

Why not visit the Colophon Café in Fairhaven and treat yourself to a delicious meal, 

and while you’re there remember to take in Camille’s exhibit.  You’ll be glad you did. 

Camille has been doing professional art since 1992, and 
her expertise is acrylics and watercolor.  However, she 
has also won several awards for photography and had a 
sculpture represented in Wisconsin Sculpture magazine.  

While in Wisconsin, she was affiliated with music and 
dance therapists using visualization.  

“Since all my art is created from emotions, my art always 
has a focus on color to produce an emotional response ” 
stated Camille. 
   

“Blood Moon” Acrylic 16” x 20” “Blue Moon Serenade” Acrylic 16” x 20” 

“Forest Green” Acrylic 16” x 20” 



November at the Whatcom Art Market 

As our thoughts turn to warming get-togethers with friends and family at Holiday time, Whatcom Art 
Market can help if that includes gift-giving. For gifts with a little extra thought and beauty, our 45 local 
artists offer a wide variety for your choice – painting, photography, jewelry, woodwork, glasswork,    
ceramics, soaps and lotions, handknit and woven fashions. And all created right here. Stumped for 
choice? We have gift cards, for whatever value you select. 

The Art Market is open 7 days a week, 11am to 6pm, plus late-night opening to 8pm for Fairhaven’s 
Fourth Friday Art walk.  Local covid requirements apply. 

Featured Artists: 

Our weekly featured artists create unique and practical items for gift-giving, whether ‘big gift’ or    
stocking stuffer:  

November 1 - 7: Penny Welch, Pacific Bubbles and Lotions. Soaps, Scrubs, Lotions & Balms, and cards. 
Always creating new products, Penny now includes shampoo bars in her selection. Truly a gift for daily 
delight. @PacificBubblesLotion. www.facebook.com/PacificBubblesLotion.  

November 8 - 14: Grace Wyckoff, Good Graces. A wide selection of soaps, salves and body-care     
products. Good for body and Earth, Grace’s vegan products are all natural, plant-based using organic  
oil infused spices, clays and herbs. Say ‘I care’ with a gift of Grace’s personal beauty products. 
www.goodgracessoaps.com. 

November 15 - 21: Jennifer Korn, Womansongs, Expressions in Kiln-formed Glass. Jenn creates      
beautifully shaped, colorful fused art glass pieces for daily use or contemplation - sushi dishes, plates, 
bowls, vases, light-catching ornaments and wall hangings. Jenn will demonstrate her art Saturday      
November 20, noon-3. Come watch and create your own 6" glass and bead hanging. 

November 22 - 28: Pat Fisher, Huckleberry Threads.  Hand knit and woven household and personal 
fashions. A gift of a warm and colorful handcrafted hat, scarf, wrap or mitts will bring memories and 
thanks. Pat will be on-site during the week, including the Fairhaven Fourth Friday Artwalk, November 
26, 5-8pm.  www.facebook.com/HuckleberryThreads, huckthreads@comcast.net.            
November 29 - December 5. Tracy Webster, mixed media artist. Tracy ventures into many forms of artistic     
creation, primarily in acrylics and resin, producing eye-catching wall art and jewelry. From the smallest jewelry 
item to the largest wall piece, Tracy’s work attracts and delights. Come visit and be delighted! 

Special Events: 

Fairhaven Fourth Friday Art Walk, Friday November 26: The Art Market will be open during the Art 
Walk, 5-8pm. Our featured artist will be Pat Fisher of Huckleberry Threads. 

 

Check out our artists’ creations online at www.whatcomartmarket.org. ‘Like’ us on Facebook or   
Instagram for regular updates (@WhatcomArtMarket). Keep up with our news, (Whatcom Art Guild 
and Whatcom Art Market) as part of Whatcom Arts Project @whatcomartsproject 
(www.facebook.com/whatcomartsproject/). 

 
       Our address? 1103 11th Street, Bellingham (Fairhaven). Our phone number? 360 738 8564.   

http://www.facebook.com/HuckleberryThreads
mailto:huckthreads@comcast.net
http://www.whatcomartmarket.org
http://www.facebook.com/whatcomartsproject/


The Whatcom Art Market (WAM) is a co-op gallery featuring over 40 local artists from  
Whatcom and Skagit counties, and the San Juan Islands.  Located in historic Fairhaven,  
the Market features paintings, art prints, photography, woodworking, art glass, etched   
glass and metal, textiles, sculpture, jewelry, greeting cards, and much more which makes 
us Bellingham’s largest cooperative art gallery. It’s no surprise that WAM was awarded 
“Bellingham’s Best” Silver Award the past two years. 

 

If you would like to add your name to the wait list to sell your art at the Market, email the 

required information (below) to one of the following: 

  Elvy Schmoker—bearartstudio@gmail.com      

  Tracy Webster—tracy.webster@me.com       

  Candice Christie—cmchristie45@gmail.com      

  Peggy Alexander—WAMchairman2019@gmail.com  

Include the following in your email:          

  * Your Full Name    * Phone Number (land & cell)   * Email Address         

                             * Your Medium * 3-5 Photos (.jpeg) of your work     

Join The 

Welcome to the Whatcom Art Market. 



Saint Mungo by Smug One 



Known for his photo realism graffiti 
work, Smug, or Smug One, aka    
Sam Bates (above) is an Australian 
contemporary street artist of great 
skill.  
 
Using nothing but spray cans, he was 
able to gain mastery over a difficult 
task of making highly technical pieces 
that are somehow edgy, cheeky, and 
incredibly playful. In order to recreate 
absolute realism, artists usually have 
a lot of time on their hands, tiny and 
precise brushes, and a quiet work 
space where no one will disturb them. 
Those are the three things that none 
of the graffiti writers have at their 
disposal and yet, some of them, Smug 
being the perfect example, are able to 
create amazing large-scale wall 
pieces that look like they could be 
photographs. There is hardly a 
compliment of greater significance for 
any artist attempting to work in photo 
realism.   
 

The mural St. Mungo (above) reflects Glasgow’s 
patron saint, born in the 6th century. The story goes 
that when Mungo was young, some boys from his 
village started throwing stones at robins that were 
pecking on the ground for scraps. 
 
“When a bird was hit and fell to the ground, the boys 
ran away. Mungo ran too, but he ran to the fallen bird. 
Picking it up he smoothed and caressed its feathers 
and prayed over it. After a little while it revived and 
flew away. Perhaps it was only stunned. The villagers 
called it a miracle, and so it was that a small boy 
should want to help a fallen bird in trouble.” 







 
It’s no surprise that Smug is one 
of the most coveted street artists 

in the world. 



If you’ve ever tie-dyed, then you already have some experience when it comes to 
using ink to dye fabrics. Alcohol inks work similarly. A very concentrated use of 
alcohol ink will make intense colors like those used in tie-dying, and diluting the 
ink will give you much more subdued coloring. 

If you’re already comfortable with your fabric dying skills, you can try dying silk 
to create fabrics and scarves with an ethereal look. 

Alcohol inks also give you a lot of control over the dying process, which allows 
you to make patterns using ink spray bottles and stencils, and develop similar  
abstract designs much like you can do on paper. It’s also possible to use alcohol 
inks to paint on fabrics as if using watercolors on paper. 

Alcohol inks are being used to dye fabrics of all kinds from cloth shoes to pillows 
and bedsheets. Use this method to make cloth scarves, tablecloths, and even  
sewing fabric. 

ALCOHOL  INKS are brightly colored dye-based paints that are most often used in 
creating free flowing textures. They can be used alone in mixed media projects such as 
printing and stamping, jewelry making, fabric dying, and brightening up household 
objects.  

Many markers contain dye-based alcohol inks, so the tones and colors might be 
familiar to you after using markers. However, alcohol inks are more widely applicable 
than markers, as they can be used to cover a wide range of surfaces besides paper 
products, and some people even use them to dye clay when working with pottery or 
clay based sculpture.  

The Many Uses of 



Metal is a favorite surface among artist for creating    
gallery-worthy alcohol ink art. Any easy way to begin 
with painting on metal is to find aluminum canvases 
that can be purchased from arts and craft stores. And it 
doesn’t stop with aluminum. Artists are also using these 
durable inks to paint on stainless steel, brass, and 
copper as well. Some metal and alcohol ink projects 
include metal tumblers, thermoses, and tea kettles to 
name a few. 

Alcohol ink on metal has its crafty side as well. Many   
hobbyists have taken to using it to dye metal jewelry,      
including pendants, bracelets, and earrings.  

The Many Uses of 

Glass is an excellent surface for alcohol inks, because it allows 
the dyes to move and flow freely for creative blending and 
mixing. Alcohol ink dyed glass creates a simulated stained-glass 
finish that makes for gorgeous lighting when hung in windows. 

There are two main ways to seal alcohol inks to a glass surface. 
1) Once the finished piece has dried completely, spray it with a 
glass fixative or clear glass glaze.                
2) Before the piece has dried completely, use fire to burn off the 
alcohol and stabilize the dyes for a full stained glass effect. 

This is a great technique for creating glass panels for light to 
show through, candle holders, as well as the outside of mugs and 
wine glasses. 

 Every surface on which you paint with alcohol inks will give you 
a different tone and feel. It’s not just the project that dictates 
the canvas, it’s also you and your personal style. Experiment 
with different surfaces to find your favorite. 



Claybord is a fine arts canvas made from artist grade 
hardboard that is then coated in ground clay. It’s 
extremely useful for creating full compositions with 
alcohol ink. Because claybord is smooth and absorbent, it 
does not smudge, bleed, or feather as easily as canvas and 
paper surfaces. It is perfect for meditative painting to let 
the ink colors retain their saturation while still shining. 

Ceramics, including tiles, vases, and other shapes, are 
excellent surfaces for painting both abstractly and to   
create representational shapes. Ceramic tiles make great 
coasters, or can be used around the house as artwork. 

The Many Uses of 



Yupo paper is a synthetic, water-resistant watercolor 
paper that responds well to dyes. This paper allows your 
ink paintings to keep their bright colors and crisp edges. 

Trying it out on paper is one of the best ways of 
experimenting with the blending and flowing that 
alcohol inks can do. Play around with reabsorbing 
ink, using sponges and droppers to add texture. 
Yupo paper is great for mixed media and some 
people will use alcohol inks to create background 
effects for stamping or cardmaking. Use alcohol 
inks to create a background, and then once dry, 
sketch in the foreground to make defined shapes. 
Keep in mind that this paper is essentially plastic, 
so your dyes will not absorb into it. The only way 
that your piece will dry is through evaporation. 

Try making greeting cards, signs, backgrounds for 
letter art, and individual paintings and artwork on 
Yupo paper. 

Create intense and vibrant colors on Fabric with the 
concentrated alcohol ink, or dilute and go for lighter 
more pastel colors. Try dying silk material and create 
unique elegant scarves. 

When using alcohol ink on fabric, you can control what 
you do meaning you can easily create patterns with 
stencils and spray bottles. You can even design more 
abstract patterns similar to ones on paper. You can     
also use alcohol inks to create a watercolor effect.       

And you can dye almost all kinds of fabrics from 
clothes, pillows, scarves, sheets, shoes, and tablecloths. 

The Many Uses of 



Other Creative Ideas 
• Apply inks on wood – although wood is an absorbing material, you 

still can achieve beautiful results. 
• Mirrors can also be used. 
• Use inks on Pearls. 
• Use inks on candles. 
• Use inks on Christmas tree bulbs. 
• Also, any kind of plastic will work perfectly. 

Most used Alcohol Ink brands: 

• Tim Holtz Ranger Ink 
• Jacquard Piñata Colors 
• T-REX 
• Copic (Ink Refills) 
• Pixiss 
• Let’s Resin 
• U.S. Art Supply 
• DecorRom 

  

The Many Uses of 



Hidden behind a simple, yellow house in 
Mohawk NJ is a tiny jewel of a building, 
its walls and roof made of brilliantly 
colored glass. This stained-glass cabin is 

the creation of artist Neile Cooper. 

Little glass Cabin  

 in the Woods 

Artist Neile Cooper in her glass cabin. 

“I had been doing stained glass in old 
window frames to sell at craft shows and 
galleries. That was the spark of it,” says 
Cooper, 43. “And I love little cabins and 
tiny houses and writing sheds—having a 
little place that’s just your own. I kind of 
put those two ideas together.” 



Little glass 

Cabin in the 

Woods 

Neile loves to sit in the cabin, surrounded by trees and the occasional passing deer. 
Here, she can read or sketch designs for her next creations. 
 

“I feel good that I had this crazy idea and that I actually made happen.” 

Each panel features a nature-inspired pattern. 
Oversized leaves, flowers, mushrooms, snails, 
and colorful crystals adorn the walls. Meanwhile, 
creatures like bees, butterflies, and birds have 
the entire ceiling all to themselves. And the cabin 
was built using mostly reclaimed material such 
as old window frames, fallen trees, and other 
wood from the neighbors collapsed deck. 



On November 11, 1921 the Unknown was placed on a horse-drawn 
caisson and carried in a procession through Washington, D.C. and 
across the Potomac River.  

A state funeral ceremony was held at Arlington National Cemetery’s 
new Memorial Amphitheater, and the Unknown was interred in the 
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.  

Since then an Unknown has been interred from WWII, Korea, and   
Vietnam. 

        November 11, 2021 marks the centennial of the             

 Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. 

Something to Think About 

Guarding the Tomb 

In March 1926, soldiers from nearby Fort Myer were first assigned to guard 
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. The guards, present only during daylight 
hours, discouraged visitors from climbing or stepping on the Tomb.  

In 1937, the guards became a 24/7 presence, standing watch over the    
Unknown Soldier at all times. 

HERE RESTS IN HONORED GLORY AN AMERICAN SOLDIER KNOWN BUT TO GOD 

https://www.bing.com/search?q=Arlington+National+Cemetery&filters=sid%3a67e41272-79f5-ad8b-7d6b-82dca4649af2&form=ENTLNK
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Arlington+Memorial+Amphitheater&filters=sid%3ae771faab-6673-2276-e83d-e9b46dc385c9&form=ENTLNK
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Tomb+of+the+Unknown+Soldier&filters=sid%3aa37bd3f9-2ab1-5bce-1a68-3f28ad9e3479&form=ENTLNK

